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Leaphy Original – Preface
Teaching with the Leaphy Original
This book is intended as reading material for working with the educational robot Leaphy Original. Study
the content carefully, but rest assured: the construction videos and student workbooks contain all the
information needed to successfully assemble, connect and program the Leaphy Original. The knowledge
from this book is therefore not 'actively' needed.
Trying is learning – the didactics
Expectation! That's the code word. Prepare your students that there will be many learning moments,
because: not everything will work right away. Tell them it's part of it. And reassure them: eventually they
will succeed.
Problem-solving way of thinking
With Leaphy you train yourself in problem-solving thinking. Are the batteries full? Are the cables properly
connected? Could the sensor be broken? Is my program correct?
Encourage your students to rule out causes like detectives: try a different laptop, a different Leaphy, a
different sensor, test with a fellow student's program. That way they will eventually find out where the
mistake is. And then it often turns out that it was not the electronics, but a small human mistake…
Often, but not always, because sometimes the technology fails. Then there is the spare package to replace
the part. That is also part of working with electronics.
On page 15 you will find a list of possible malfunctions and solutions.
Programming Tips and Solutions
Is a student stuck on a level? Then there’s always the red book with solutions. From a 'solution', a student
can then continue experimenting. Because: a little frustration is fine, but it’s not good for students to
become discouraged.
Expansion Options
New levels for the Leaphy Original appear regularly on the Leaphy website.
Leaphy Forum
On the Leaphy forum, your students will meet other students who work with Leaphy. An inspiring and
helpful meeting place! Forum.leaphy.nl Have lots of fun!
The team of the Leaphy Foundation
Robot design Leaphy Original: Olivier van Beekum, Vroukje van der Vliet & Hannah Kersbergen
Translation: Nora van Wassenaer, Olivier van Beekum and Tracy Nkongolo
Teaching material - concept and elaboration: Roeland Smith
Fifth edition, March 2022 - ©Leaphy Foundation
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Leaphy Original – Arduino
The Leaphy Original robot works with the Arduino UNO mini computer. This chapter discusses the basics
of the Arduino..
1. Arduino – No threshold, but an open door
Quick and easy experiments with modern electronics. Easy and attractive for designers, artists and other
creative thinkers. Technology that does not raise a high threshold, but rather throws open the door. That
was the goal of the group of Italian technicians who developed the Arduino mini-computer under the
leadership of Massimo Banzi. The Arduino is now used all over the world, both at home by young
hobbyists and by professionals in laboratories. So, mission accomplished!

2. Feeling and Doing - The Basics of the Arduino
The Arduino computer has no keyboard and no display. You can, however, connect all kinds of electronic
components to it. This is easily done by inserting connecting wires (jumper wires) into the correct holes (ports). The
electronic components can be divided into two groups: Group 1 - (Examples of) sensors

These are the senses of the Arduino. Many sensors are available. There are sensors for temperature,
distance, light, touch, color, CO2, movement, and so on.
Group 2 – (Examples of) actuators

These are the means by which the Arduino itself can spring into action. Think of: motors, LED lights and
buzzers.
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Leaphy Original – Shield (diagram)
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Leaphy Original – Shield
Linear Code
With the sensors and the actuators, the Arduino can run a computer program: the so-called linear code.
This code is created with the free Arduino software IDE on a regular PC or laptop and put on the Arduino
with a USB cable. A few examples of programs are: a light comes on when it gets dark, a buzzer buzzes
when movement is detected, a car drives faster when it gets lighter.
Leaphy Easybloqs Software
Program code can be typed just fine; that's not just for computer geeks. However, typing code takes a lot
of time: a comma or a parenthesis is quickly forgotten. That's why Leaphy starts with blocks of code. This
way you quickly get to the core of robotics: smart building, logical thinking and experimenting a lot.

3. A robot demands more – the shield
An Arduino can control light servo motors and LEDs just fine. However, a robot has somewhat heavier
motors and the Arduino itself is not robust enough for that. That is why a so-called shield is used in
robotics. The shield is clicked onto the Arduino. The shield is kind of an extension of the Arduino: it has the
same connection points for the sensors and the actuators, or even a little more. In the image below, these
are the black raised edges with the small holes in them. The light blue connection points on the shield are
also clearly visible. These are for the battery holder and the wheel motors. When the Arduino gives a
signal, the shield channels the power from the batteries to the motors, without putting any strain on the
Arduino. The Arduino does the thinking, the shield does the heavy lifting.
Arduino Uno

Shield

Shield on the Arduino
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Leaphy Original – Ports and pins
4. The ports of the Arduino
The Arduino has ports to which sensors and actuators can be connected. These ports are often also
referred to as pins. They can be used in different ways using the software. The main functions are
discussed below. On page 4 you already saw a large image of the shield with explanation. It is useful to
refer to this in the following paragraphs.

Analog ports/pins
with a digital option

Digital ports/pins

Ports with power supply

USB-port

4.1 Plus and minus
Sensors and actuators have multiple pins. Two pins always serve for the power supply: the plus and the
minus. Different designations are used interchangeably for this. It is useful to know them. They are in this
diagram:
Plus
+
V5 or V3
V or Vcc
VMS

Minus

G
GND
Ground
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Leaphy Original – Ports & pins
4.2 Input and Output
In addition to the power pins, there are other pins; which are used to retrieve information from the sensors or to
send commands to the actuators. These pins are numbered. With this back number you can include them in your
code.
Each information pin can be set as INPUT or OUTPUT with a command in the software. Do you want to create a
project with many sensors? Then you need a lot of INPUT pins. Do you have a lot of actuators? Then you set more
pins as OUTPUT. The Arduino is very flexible in this.
Before you can read further below about the possibilities with these pins, it is good to know that a number of pins
are already fixed on the Shield of the Leaphy Original. It is therefore not recommended to use it for additional
sensors. For the real advanced: it is possible, with some minor adjustments.

RGB-led
Buzzer
Sonar distance sensor
Motors
Available

Port/pin
3, 5, 6
4
7, 8
10, 11, 12, 13
2, 9, 14 t/m 19

Also used for other purposes?
Yes
Then the buzzer also buzzes
Yes
Only when disconnecting motors
And also: analog 0 until 5

4.3 Digital Port - Input
The digital pin can only process two messages as INPUT: there is a signal or there is no signal. In code language: 1
(HIGH) or 0 (LOW). If you put such a digital pin with a 'reading block' on the 'INPUT mode', it waits in the LOW
position until the sensor gives a current signal: HIGH! You use this for your program. In the Leaphy software you use
the Digipin readout block: with this the Arduino knows that you want to read a digital pin.

4.4 Digital Port – Output (Normal)
For example, in OUTPUT mode, the digital pin can turn on an LED with code 1 (power ON) and turn it off again with
code 0 (power off).
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Leaphy Original – Ports & pin
4.5 Digital Port – Output (PWM function)
Sometimes the digital switching on and off of actuators is too inaccurate. A LED light that is fully on, for example, is
much too bright. Or an engine is spinning too fast. The digital pins 3.5, 6, 9, 10 and 11 therefore also have a PWM
function: Pulse Width Modulation.
The power is not continuously on, but is sent out in short bursts: on-off-on-off-on-off-on-off. So digitally, but very
quickly. This prevents the actuator from operating at full power. The light is less bright, the engine runs less hard.
You can recognize these pins on the Arduino by this symbol: ~
With the Leaphy Software command blocks, the motors and the three-color LED of the Leaphy Original are
controlled with these PWM pins as standard. Values between 0 and 255 are used for this. (If you enter 256, that's a
0 again for the Arduino.)

The command blocks Leaphy Extra also contains a special block for sending PWM values via digital pins where you
can determine the pin number yourself: ~ 3, ~ 5, ~ 6, ~ 9, ~ 10 or ~ 11. (Note : some pins are already in use for LED
and motors. You can overrule that, but then those functions will no longer work properly.)

4.6 Analog Port – Input
The analog pin is actually only used as an input port. It can read the current coming in from a sensor very precisely
as a number between 0 and 1024. For example, a light sensor gives a value of 40 in the dark, a value of 500 in a
living room and a value of 980 in bright sunlight. So that is much more nuanced than the black-and-white 1/0
approach of the digital readout.
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Leaphy Original – Ports & pins
4.7 Using Analog Port as Digital Port
There are 6 analog ports: A0 to A5, but these can also be used as digital ports. You can do this simply by
controlling or reading it as a digital port. Use this diagram for the correct pin numbers:

4.8 Show sensor data on your screen via the USB cable
You can display text and sensor data on your monitor via the USB cable (a serial connection).
Officially, Arduino calls it a 'serial monitor'. In Easybloqs you use the block 'Show on screen' (Or in a slightly
older version: 'Show'). You can add texts to the sensor data and add white lines to keep an overview.
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Leaphy Original – Breadboard
6. The breadboard
Quickly connect electronics, disconnect and reconnect. Without soldering. That's what the makers of
Arduino wanted. That is why Arduino works with ports and jumper wires.
The breadboard helps with that.
Below you can see how the holes of the short rows are connected. Wires or sensor pins that are inserted
in the same short row are directly connected to each other.
Especially because a shield does not have a lot of V5 ports or GND ports, the breadboard can help to
supply multiple sensors with power.

Niet verbonden
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Leaphy Original – Ultrasone sensor
7. Ultrasonic Distance Sensor
The Leaphy Original is equipped with an ultrasonic sensor. This sensor can emit sound waves (with the left
membrane T) and receive any reflected sound waves again (with the right membrane R). The Arduino
calculates the distance to the object based on the elapsed time and the speed of sound.
The sensor works with four pins. So two pins for transmitting and receiving (Trig pin & Echo pin) and two
pins for the power supply (Vcc and GND).

In the Leaphy Software, the final distance to an object with the readout block below (analogue) can be
used in the code.

Most sensors indeed work that simple: they directly pass a value to the Arduino. However, this sensor
does not. Behind this simple block is a calculation that the Arduino has to do. Below you can see the code
behind it:
// The comments between the slashes are not seen by the Arduino by the way. They are notes from the

programmer.//
The Arduino processes the commands from top to bottom. First it turns off the TRIG pin. (LOW = 0).
Then it waits a moment. Then it turns on for a while (HIGH). And then out again. There is now 1 ultrasonic
signal of 10 microseconds. Then the Arduino reads the pulse coming in on the ECHO pin. He puts it in the
variable 'time'. This is a value in microseconds.
Then the Arduino calculates which distance belongs to it. This goes back and forth, so the Arduino divides
that number again by 2. Now the result of that calculation is stored in the variable 'distance'. And that
variable is then used in the Read Distance code block.
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Leaphy Original – RGB-led
8. RGB LED
The Leaphy Original has a three-color light with the colors red, green and blue: a so-called RGB LED. It is
actually three separate LEDs in one housing. LED is the abbreviation of Light Emitting Diode. A diode is a
widely used electronic component that only allows current to flow in one direction. (So a LED only works if
the plus and minus are properly connected. With a light bulb, for example, that doesn't matter.) In 1927 it
was discovered that diodes can also give light. From 1962, usable LED lights were developed.

The RGB LED has four pins. First of all, each color has its own voltage pin: with this the colors can be
switched on independently of each other. The three colors share the same minus pin. This completes the
circuit.
In principle, all colors can be made with the three colors. Students can experiment with the different PWM
values in the LED code block to create a color of their choice.
Pink, for example. Or purple.
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Leaphy Original – Wheel motors
9.

Wheel motors

The wheel motors of the Leaphy Original consist of two parts. The iron part is a DC motor. If the wires
touch the iron, it can cause a short circuit. The yellow part is a gear mechanism that slows the rapid
rotation of the motor to speeds suitable for wheel movement. The yellow mechanism has been slid loosely
over the motor and can be slid off after removing the transparent plastic cover. Swapping the wires makes
the motor spin in the opposite direction.

The Shield uses a total of four digital pins to drive the two motors. Via pin 10, the Arduino informs the
shield how much PWM current should be sent to the terminals of motor A. This sets the speed of that
motor. Pin 11 does the same for motor B.
Changing the direction of travel is also done by software. Pin 12 is used for motor A. When this pin is set to
1 (HIGH), the current flows in one direction and so does the motor. When the pin is set to 0 (LOW), the
poles are reversed and the motor turns in the other direction. Pin 13 does the same for motor B.
In the Leaphy Software, all these code commands are hidden behind simple command blocks:

Below you see a piece of the typed code that is needed to make the Leaphy make a turn.

The motors can also be controlled with the Leaphy Extra command blocks:
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Leaphy Original – First aid in case of malfunction
Are you sure your program is correct, but Leaphy still doesn't work as it should? Then maybe there's a problem with
Leaphy itself. Below you will find a few possible malfunctions.
Often, by temporarily replacing parts or testing with another Leaphy, you can discover what is going wrong and
whether something may need to be replaced. A challenging puzzle that is completely part of it.

• An engine is running poorly or not.
o Are the wires properly attached to the shield?
o Is the strap accidentally wrapped around the axle? Stick it on the wheel.
o What happens if you switch the wires of M1 and M2 on the shield? Is it the motor or the current (which should come
from the shield)?
o Are the batteries dead?
• The colors of the LED do not match.
o Swap the wires on ports 3,5 and 6 until the colors match.
• The LED does not work
o Are all wires still good? Also the Ground?
• The shield does nothing or very little (and may also become very hot.) Short circuit!
o Check the battery wires from the holder: is the black one in the GND? And the red one – via the switch – in the VMS?
Then it will be alright.
o Check that your batteries are all in the right place. Flat sides against the springs.
o Check if you sometimes short-circuited the breadboard due to incorrectly connected wires.
• The Distance Sensor does not work.
o Are all wires on the correct pins? Pay special attention to the middle two wires: they must be crossed.
o Is the sensor perhaps one hole too far to the side and therefore not exactly in front of the wires in the breadboard?
o Try another sensor: does it work? Then replace your own sensor.
o Does the readout option give '1313'? Then your sensor gives no output. It is broken, the shield is broken or the wires are
not connected properly.
• The Leaphy Software does not see a serial port: the connection fails.
o Plug the Leaphy in and out again.
o Try another USB port.
o Shut down and reboot.
o Try another Leaphy on your laptop. Does that work? Then you will probably need to replace the Arduino.
o Try to connect without Shield on the Arduino.
• The Leaphy connects, but the upload blocks.
o Check under 'Boards' whether the Arduino Uno is selected.
o Did you save the program with a long name? Did you use periods or dashes? This may interfere with compiling. Save your
file under a simpler name.
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Leaphy Original – Checklist for teachers
Before you start with the lesson series with the Leaphy Original, it is useful to go through this checklist.

1. Color
Color top sheets (and possibly bottom sheets) with color in time. Ecoline works easily and dries in a few
minutes. Gives it just that little bit extra.
2. Screwdrivers & pliers
Arrange for students to have Phillips screwdriver (medium), flat-head screwdriver (small), and switch
wrench. Preferably one set per Leaphy: then students can continue working. Having it taken from home is
a convenient option.
3. Batteries
Each Leaphy requires 6 AA batteries. Students can bring them themselves. They last a very long time.
4. Soldering Kit
Something can always go wrong during the building process. It is therefore wise to have a soldering kit
ready: a soldering iron, soldering tin and soldering grease. There are handy wireless soldering kits in
circulation.
5. Software
The Leaphy Easybloqs Software can be downloaded from www.leaphy.nl. There is a version for Windows
and one for Mac. Students may be able to install this at home with their parents if they have their own
laptops. It is freely available. Otherwise, install it on school computers beforehand. Make careful use of the
installation manual; then you can be sure that everything is working properly. A silent install is possible.
Check the website for information.
Note: Chromebooks do not yet support the Leaphy Software.
6. Construction videos
The construction films can be viewed online at www.leaphy.nl.
7. Build and program the Leaphy Original yourself in advance. Preferably with a training at Leaphy. It's
really not super complicated, but you have to do it once before you start working with students. This
ensures more job satisfaction and prevents unnecessary frustration and stress.
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LEAPHY NEXT LEVEL?
Leaphy robotics is dynamic: new levels are added all the time with new sensors.
There are also other robots available, such as the Leaphy Flitz.
You can find them at www.leaphy.nl
You can meet other Leaphy builders on the Leaphy forum.
forum.leaphy.nl
Good luck and have fun!
The team of Foundation Leaphy

The Leaphy Foundation is happy with the support of:
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